
 

 

 
i-D RELEASES AUTUMN 2019 ISSUE WITH 6 COVER STARS  

 
The Autumn 2019 Issue features six cover stars, starring FKA twigs, Kevin Abstract, Zoë 

Kravitz, Tyshawn Jones, Mona Tougaard and Fernando Lindez   
 

i-D will mark the launch with exclusive launch events with Dover Street Market in New York, 
London and Paris, and dedicated content on i-D.co 

 

 
 
(London, Monday 9th September 2019) - Today, global fashion publisher i-D launches its             
print Autumn 2019 Issue - The Post Truth Truth Issue - which is the first edition from new                  
Editor-in-Chief Alastair McKimm. The issue comprises a bumper 450 pages and features six             
cover stars including, the inimitable FKA twigs, Zoë Kravitz, Kevin Abstract in            
conversation with Shia LaBeouf, Skateboarder Of The Year and restaurateur Tyshawn           
Jones and emerging models Fernando Lindez and Mona Tougaard.  
 



Alongside the lead cover interviews the magazine includes a stellar line up of contributors              
and features from across fashion, music, art and culture. These range from Mario Sorrenti              
who has captured the brightest young talent in NYC in an epic 40 page portfolio, to Rihanna                 
who chats about her new label, Fenty Maison, and Venice-Golden-Lion winning artist            
Arthur Jafa who speaks to Virgil Abloh about the power of black creativity. Drag Race star                
Yvie Oddly discusses how drag has gone mainstream, i-D gets to know the creative              
community behind Dutch streetwear label Patta, and profiles the new stars of the UK              
underground music scene. There are fashion features on Alexander McQueen, Luar,           
Sterling Ruby, Noir Kei Ninomiya and Supreme, and i-D also reports from the frontline of               
the UK’s homelessness problem and the Venezuelan refugee crisis.  
 
To celebrate the magazine’s launch, i-D has partnered with Dover Street Market to host              
three exclusive launch events at its stores in New York (7th September) and London (14th               
September) and at The Trading Museum in Paris (30th September). 
 
Alastair McKimm took the editorial helm at i-D in June 2019, with a remit to drive the editorial                  
vision and growth of the brand across all parts of i-D’s global business. A long-time member                
of the i-D family, McKimm started out his career with the magazine nearly 20 years ago,                
where he worked as a fashion assistant to former Fashion Director, Edward Enninful. In              
2013 he took on the role of Fashion Director for i-D, where he served for five years. Outside                  
i-D he has worked with designers such as Saint Laurent, Calvin Klein, The Row, Alexander               
Wang and Victoria Beckham. 
 
This new issue will be the first collective effort from i-D’s new editorial and creative team,                
featuring contributions from Carlos Nazario as Fashion Director, Felix Petty as Editor,            
Ibrahim Kamara as Senior Fashion Editor, and recently announced Contributing Editors,           
Paloma Elsesser, Gray Sorrenti, Adesuwa Aighewi and Hazel Ong. 
 
i-D’s The Post Truth Truth Issue is available on global newsstands now. 
 

 
 
About i-D 
Over 39 years, i-D has carved its position as the premier source for fashion inspiration, and                
in 2012, joined the VICE Media family to expand VICE’s reach into digital fashion content.               
i-D has come a long way since its beginnings as a hand-stapled magazine and has               
developed into a leading video-driven platform, documenting fashion, music and          
contemporary culture from around the globe. i-D reaches an ambitious and creative            
audience, offering access to the most inspiring names in fashion and exploring everything             
from high-end couture to underground style scenes. 
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